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Field Test: KFC’s Double Down Sandwich. | Spatula In The
Wilderness

Quite a lot of media attention has been focused during the past week on
Kentucky Fried Chicken’s unveiling of the Double Down, which hit stores
yesterday. Most of the time when a quick service food outlet releases a
new product there aren’t news stories or jokes on Saturday Night Live
accompanying the promotion. This sandwich is different. I say different
with no italics, because I don’t use the word in a sly or ambiguous way.
The Double Down is composed of two chicken breasts (fried or grilled),
with pepper jack (and Monterrey jack) cheese, bacon and a mayonnaise
based sauce sandwiched in between. Different, but as you can imagine,
not in a good way. The fried version has 540 calories, 32 grams fat and
1,380 milligrams of sodium. In the interest of science, culinary know-how

and…well, it was lunchtime, I purchased one to dissect.

If you haven’t been in a KFC in some time, it’s not just drumsticks and bleachy mashed potatoes
anymore. I got behind a construction crew who have been working on a
nearby building. These are the people who do the real, gritty work in life.
They have a starved look as if you could just send a gravy covered cow
through their site and they’d field strip it. The cashier looked nervous every
time the workers got too close to the buffet.  One item many of the guys
ordered was a bowl of fried chicken, covered in potatoes, fried chicken,
cheddar cheese and gravy. I’ve been living for several months on fat-free
Greek yogurt, almonds, fruit and lean meat, but that combination spoke to
the primal hillbilly in me. Mmmm. Gravy. I shook it off and ordered the
Double Down by itself. The sandwich alone is $6.00, over $8.00 for the
combo which comes with fried potato wedges and a medium-ish soda.

The price, of course, spoke even louder to the primal redneck in me. I hate to pay for anything and
$6.35 for any sandwich is beyond ridiculous. I handed over the money anyway. You know, for
science.

At first glance, my 32 grams of fat was dinky. It looked puny. I realized the appeal of the sandwich
when I took it out of a box. Instead of pre-forming two chicken patties into a
bun, KFC used actual chicken breast lobes. The sandwich is akin to
something you’d make from leftovers. The chicken drips with grease ( the
cheese holds the bacon grease) and it’s a napkin killer. The bacon is
actually somewhat absent. If a sandwich is going to provide me with three
meals worth of fat, I’d expect more bacon. More sauce as well, since we’re
hooking up the defibrillator , anyway. The sauce is zippy, but the whole
affair is over-peppered. I eat Sriracha or Matouk’s hot sauce at most
meals, washed down by black coffee and don’t experience heartburn, but
the Double Down gave me some serious after-pepper effects.

The bottom line is this: There are people who are going to shell out $10.00 at a time to eat this
sandwich and a lot of the other even crazier items on KFC’s current menu. For every grilled chicken
meal the company promotes, there are several more fat-covered-in

Most of the time I don't photograph my lunch, but this was a Kodak
moment.

-fat items that are being pitched to the fast food consuming public.
Hopefully the combination of media disdain for the high caloric content
and plain old outrageous pricing force KFC to change the way it does
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business. I’m going to go see if I can run off this heartburn.
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